Reflex Operator

Objectives

**DURING THIS COURSE YOU WILL GAIN AN UNDERSTANDING OF**

→ The principles of binning
→ Using Reflex to process P1/90 and attribute data
→ Reflex process flow
→ Reflex environment and directory structure

**THROUGH PRACTICAL SESSIONS, YOU WILL DEMONSTRATE COMPETENCE IN**

→ Applying a license
→ Processing a P1/90 using Reflex
→ Database creation
→ Import and QC of P1/90 data
→ Sampling data
→ Analysing coverage using the Spatial and Detail modules
→ Data edits
→ QC Analysis of data using Analyse, Track and Report modules
→ Data Management and general utilities
→ Reflex and Spectra integration
→ Backup a database
→ License a database